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Product Description
[Convenient & Durable] Combined design of sponge and rubber gloves. No brushes or sponges are
needed for convenient cleaning, just like using bare hands.
[Clean in boiling water] It has heat resistance up to 160 degrees Celsius so it can be sterilized with
boiling water or microwave ovens(2min). Can also be used to move hot dishes or to remove oven dishes.
[Available semi-permanent use] It is highly elastic, resilient and does not tear easily.
[Multiple Use] This Magic Gloves can be used for kitchen, washing dishes, fruit & vegetable cleaning,
cleaning the bathroom, cleaning the bed room, removing wardrobe dust, care for pet hair, and washing
the car.

Related Products





Company Profile



We are a rubber and plastic kitchenware manufacture for 7 years, our main product is Silicone
kitchenware and Silicone ice cube tray. We are professional manufacture of kinds of silicone products in
shenzhen with competitive price and high quality. We have rich experience in exporting to EU And
America markets. Have many big client, such as Kitchen + Home, Domestic Corner, Rox, and Home-
complete. 
Our certificate: FDA, LFGB
We have CNC team, can provide OEM service.(Including package, color, shape, logo)
Can arrange FBA fulfillments directly ship to Amazon warehouse both by Air and by Sea, door to door,
can help pre-paid tax and duties.

Packing & Delivery

Sample Available
Sample time 1-7 days
Package
1)Inner:1pair with Opp bag
2)Ourter:In carton
3)Packing can be customized
Transport



1)By express.Such as DHL,UPS,FEDEX,and etc.
2)By sea. Named shipping agent is accpeted
3)By air
Lead time 5-20 days after order comfirmed (Based on
qty)

Contact Us
More details,welcome to contact me as below,Click "chat now" or send me an
inquiry message,thanks

JAckson Tan
Sales Manager
Shenzhen Benhaida Rubber&Plastic Products Co,.Ltd
Email:sales8(@)benhaida.com
Skype:bhdjackson(@)outlook.com
Tel:86-755-28485132
Phone/Wechat:18877573469
Website:http://www.kitchenwaresupplier.com
Address:4th Floor,Huaying Building,Zhiwuyuan Road,Nanlian,Longgang District,Shenzhen,Guangdong
Province,518116,China


